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INTRODUCTION
Regional cooperation in the energy
setor is increasingly becoming a common phenomenon in every part of the
world. From the Strategy for Regional
Co-operation in the Energy Setor of
the Central Asia Regional Economic
Cooperation (CAREC) countries, the
Summit of the Americas on Regional
Energy Co-operation, to the Energy
Community between the European
Union (EU) and South Eatern Europe,
regional cooperation in the critical energy setor is now recognised as central to
the attainment of the vision for regional
energy security. he fundamental objective of mot regional integration blocs is
to promote sub-regional energy cooperation and integration.
Regional economic blocs provide a
framework for cooperative approaches
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in the development of energy infrastruture and the creation of larger and
more eicient energy markets through
such trategies as energy pooling and
cross-border energy lows (UNECA,
2009). he drive towards regional energy cooperation is achieved by means of
the development of the region’s energy
infratruture, intitutions and tronger
integration of regional energy markets.
hese trategies are designed to reduce
the cot of energy supply by means of
economies of scale of sub-regional energy supply sytems. In the process, the
reliability and security of regional energy supply is assured.
Energy resources are the lifeblood of
thriving economies (Ali, 2005). he balance between supply and demand of energy has a signiicant impat on economic
policy, business and households; given
that energy is a critical input in the pro-
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dution processes of economies. Energy
provides the fuel that drives transportation sytems, heats homes and oices
and powers fatories (Bernanke, 2006).
Developments in the energy markets will
continue to be crucial in determining
the long-term health of many countries.
Hence, there is a relationship between
energy and economic development.
he Southern African Development
Committee (SADC) was originally formed in 1980 but changed its name to
SADC in 1992. he regional trading bloc
has 15 member tates and had a population of 260 million people and a combined
GDP of US$470 billion at the end of 2008.
Energy is one of the many setoral mandates for SADC. he overriding objetive
of the SADC Energy Setor is to ensure
the availability of suicient, reliable, low
cot energy services in the region that will
contribute to the attainment of economic
eiciency and ultimately, the eradication
of poverty (SADC, 2010).
he purpose of this paper is twofold: irt, to examine the major regional
economic integration programmes and
initiatives undertaken by SADC among
its member tates in the energy setor,
and secondly, to obtain some insights on
achievements made in the setor to date.
he tudy concentrates on programmes,
ativities and initiatives carried out in
the lat decade, 1999-2009. he impat
of energy consumption on the economy
remains a fascinating and absorbing
subjet to governments, professionals
and academics.
he paper is organised in ive sections. he irt setion introduces the
tudy, providing background information on regional cooperation in energy
and SADC. he second setion examines the role of energy in economic

development. he third setion investigates the signiicance of regional economic cooperation in energy, integration programmes and initiatives within
the energy setor in SADC. he fourth
setion uses various energy setor data
to illutrate the level of progress made in
the setor, attributing progress achieved
to SADC integration eforts. he ifth
setion concludes the paper.

1 . ENERGY AND E CONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT
here are abundant sources of energy
in the world. hese include thermal or
heat (geothermal and ocean thermal
reservoirs), chemical (fossil fuels – coal,
oil, natural gas, peat; biomass – wood,
agricultural residues, etc.), potential
(water at a certain height), kinetic (wind,
waves), radiation (sun/light), nuclear
(fusion and ission), energy, etc. Similarly, Africa has an abundance of energy
resources in the form of oil, natural resources, coal, hydroeletricity, biomass
and other renewable-energy sources.
Energy sources can be categorised as
either renewable (e.g. solar energy, wind,
geothermal energy, biomass and hydropower) or non-renewable (e.g. fossil
fuels – coal, natural gas and petroleum),
depending on whether the energy source
is always available or can be used up.
Another classiication of energy sources
is whether they are commercial or noncommercial, depending on how and
where the energy is used. Coal, lignite,
oil, natural gas, eletricity and nuclear
sources contitute commercial sources,
while fuel wood, animal wate and agricultural residue form the traditional or
non-commercial sources of energy.
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he exiting literature on energy and
development shows that energy is an important component of broader economic
development (Toman and Jemelkova,
2002). Several tudies (Glasure, 2002;
Oh and Lee, 2004; Stern and Cleveland,
2004) covering diferent regions of the
world but focusing on the causal directions between energy consumption and
economic growth conirm that a causal
relationship does exit between energy
consumption and economic growth.
here is also a realisation that the full economic development potential of developing countries depends on the elimination
of exiting energy supply contraints in
those countries. his is in line with the
assertion by Stern (1997), that energy is an
important fator of prodution.
Covering the period 1961 to 1990,
Glasure (2002) tudied the causality
between economic growth and energy
consumption in South Korea. He provides evidence to support a bi-directional causation, and the oil price is
found to have the mot signiicant impat on GDP and energy use. Oh and
Lee (2004) also tudy the relationship
between these variables in South Korea, intead covering the period 1970 to
1999. hey provide evidence to support a
bi-diretional causation between energy
and GDP. hese tudies support the
view that energy infratruture plays a
pivotal role in economic development
(Stern and Cleveland, 2004).
he New York State Energy Research and Development Authority
contends that policies that promote a
secure, competitive and fairly priced
energy supply will help attrat, retain
and expand businesses. hese policies
include reducing energy cots to consumers, improving energy infratruture
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and consequently, the reliability of energy supply. Promoting cot-efetive
energy-eiciency trategies, renewable
energy resource development and alternative-fuelled vehicles timulate job
creation (NYSERDA, 2008). Clearly,
energy has become a critical cog in the prodution processes of economies.

2. R EGIONAL ECONOMIC
COOPERATION
2. 1. he Beneits of Economic
Cooperation
Regional economic cooperation is an
essential vehicle for raising the development of member tates, to enable them
to realise their full economic potential.
he trend towards regionalism occurs as
markets become more integrated on a regional and global basis. Padoa-Schioppa
(2004) argues that regional integration
plays an important role in promoting the
growth, tability and the peaceful coexistence of nations around the world. Some
major beneits of trade are outlined below.
a. Stimulating Trade
Regional integration results in intraregional tarif redutions, which in turn
lowers the prices of imported goods
from the region, timulating trade.
Competition from intra-regional trade
liberalisation results in increased output
and employment as tarifs come down.
b. Creation of a more attrative
invetment climate
Since regional integration provides
a larger market, there is timulation of
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Foreign Diret Invetment (FDI) and
dometic invetment leading to higher
returns on capital (Krugman, 1990). Increased FDI triggers a hot of positive
spillovers in the entire economy in terms
of innovation, technology transfer, employment and other efets across the
whole economy. In other words, regional economic integration creates economies of scale. Rather than look at a small
country like Lesotho, a company intending to invet in Lesotho may be attracted when it considers the entire SADC
as a single but enlarged market, rather
than Lesotho alone. hus, the entire
SADC region creates a more attrative
invetment climate.
c. Increased regional security
Around the world, evidence abounds
that regional integration has been instrumental in promoting tability and
peaceful relations among nations. Working together and reaching decisions by
consensus goes a long way in fotering a
spirit of togetherness and increasing regional tability. Membership of regional
trading blocs link countries in a network
of positive interations and mutual interdependency. his situation is likely to
build trut and reduce the risk of tension
between nations (Polachek, 1992).
d. Colletive bargaining power
Regional economic integration increases the bargaining power of nations.
Member tates are able to speak with one
voice in negotiations and this improves
their economies’ efetive participation
in the global economy. Regional blocs
enable countries to coordinate their
positions, in key multilateral trade ne-

gotiations such as the WTO, providing
enhanced visibility and consequently,
robut colletive bargaining power. his
argument is especially relevant for small
and poor countries in SADC.
2. 2. Regional Cooperation in Energy
Several fators are driving the move
towards regional energy cooperation.
hese include the uneven ditribution
of energy resources among member
countries, the need to optimise exiting
energy interrelationships, the achievement of leat-cot solutions to energy
contraints and the rising global energy
prices which boots the attrativeness
of large hydropower projet options
(CAREC, 2008). Energy infratruture
is therefore a key pillar supporting the
participating countries’ drive for development through regional cooperation.
Regional trading blocs provide a framework for cooperative approaches to
the development of energy infratructure and the creation of larger, more eficient energy markets. Regional energy
cooperation beneits from economies of
scale, a critical mass of consumers and
an increase in the reliability of local
energy resources. Consequently, mot
regional trading blocs are triving to
promote sub-regional cooperation and
integration through energy pooling and
cross-border energy lows. Regional
cooperation in energy also ofers opportunities for the eicient utilisation of resources (Tian, 2009).
In order to enhance development in
the energy setor, regional energy cooperation focuses on a number of crucial policy areas. Depending on region,
these include the inancial viability of
energy entities to enhance the sutai-
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nability of energy supply and services.
Another focus area is setor retruturing and commercialisation to enable
energy utilities to run along business
lines. Energy setor regulation promotes
private setor participation and ensures
that the competitive playground is even
to all indutry players. he formation of
regional energy power pools is another
principal focus area and aims to increase
the reliability of energy supply services.
2. 3. Energy Cooperation in SADC
he SADC region is experiencing an
energy supply deicit aggravated by an
economic growth rate of more than 5%
in mot member tates and the etablishment of new mining companies with
signiicant energy requirements. In addition, mot utilities are not viable– the
cot of generation in mot cases is below
the selling price. here has also been
inadequate invetment in generation
and transmission infratruture over the
lat 20 years. As of February 2008, the
combined eletricity demand for SADC
tood at 47,067MW versus available capacity of 43,518MW, showing a regional
deicit of 8% (SADC Today, 2008). he
regional bloc is plagued by low levels of
rural eletriication except for Mauritius
and South Africa.
SADC cooperates in matters of Energy through the SADC Energy setor
which is run through the Diretorate of
Infratruture and Services. he overall
objetive of the SADC Energy setor
is to ensure the availability of suicient,
reliable, leat cot energy services that
will assit member tates in the attainment of economic eiciency and the
eradication of poverty whilt ensuring
the environmentally sutainable use of
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energy resources. he SADC Energy
Setor has a number of key priorities in
the region which include overcoming
the diminished SADC Power surplus
capacity, monitor and ensure the timely
implementation of SADC projets, monitor and provide policy guidance for the
Southern African Power Pool (SAPP)
and the Regional Eletricity Regulators
Association (RERA) and coordinate the
ativities of the Regional Biofuels Task
Force (Motlhatlhedi, 2009).
Consequently, SADC has been
working to harmonise national and
regional energy policies, trategies and
programmes on matters of common
interet among members, based on the
principles of equity, balance and mutual
beneit. Member tates have been cooperating in the development of energy
and energy pooling to ensure security
and reliability of energy supply in the
several sub-setors: wood fuel, petroleum and natural gas, eletricity, coal,
new and renewable energy sources, energy eiciency and conservation. SADC
also promotes the joint development of
human resources and organisational capacity building in the energy setor and
also co-operates in the research, development, adaptation, dissemination and
transfer of low-cot energy technologies
(SADC, 2010).
2. 4. SADC Cooperation Programmes
and Initiatives
SADC has been moving towards
regional integration through a range of
cooperation initiatives. A survey of the
major SADC cooperation initiatives in
energy, progress made and challenges
encountered to date are presented below
along with cooperation in energy projets.
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2. 4. 1. A Survey of Sadc Cooperation
Frameworks in Energy
a) he Regional Eletricity Regulatory Association (RERA)
he Regional Eletricity Regulators
Association of Southern Africa (RERA)
was etablished by SADC as a formal
association of eletricity regulators
in Maseru, Lesotho in July 2002. he
RERA Secretariat only became fully
funtional in 2005. RERA’s mission is
to facilitate harmonisation of regulatory
policies, legislation, tandards and practices and to be a platform for efetive
cooperation among energy regulators
within SADC. RERA membership is
open to eletricity supply indutry regulatory agencies in each SADC member tate. here has been some positive
movement in the areas of harmonisation
of regulatory policies, legislation and
tandards within SADC. Although the
number of RERA membership has risen
from 4 to 9 from 2005 to 2008, progress
made by RERA has been modet. However, at the national level, the body has
made little headway in the privatisation
of monopoly energy procurement and
power generation utilities. In the entire SADC, no member tate has fully
unbundled or liberalised an eletricity
power generation utility. he oversight
role of mot energy regulators has been
weak and inefetive. Source: RERA
(2010); Sichone (2009)
b) he SADC Protocol on Energy
SADC countries signed the Energy
Protocol in Augut 1996, although it
only took efet in April 1998. he protocol recognises that energy problems
are common within the region and that

member tates may beneit from crossborder cooperation in the energy setor.
Primarily, the protocol seeks the harmonisation of national and regional energy
policies; fotering co-operation in the development and utilisation of energy and
energy pooling to ensure security and
reliability of energy supply. In addition,
the protocol also seeks the promotion of
joint development of human resources
and organisational capacity building in
the energy setor. Despite the fat that
SADC governments signed and ratiied
the SADC Energy Protocol, there is evidence that its provisions have not been
adequately implemented. Severe power
shortages abound in mot member tates
and exiting energy infratruture is
old, in urgent need of refurbishment
and inadequate. For example only 16%
of the households are conneted to the
eletricity grid in Lesotho. Despite huge
energy potential in the region, mot of
this potential remains untapped. he
privatisation of energy monopolies in
SADC is progressing very slowly while
the growth in eletricity generation has
been modet at bet. Eforts to diversify
from the conventional energy sources to
the more abundant renewable and other
nonconventional sources (e.g. solar, wind,
gas etc) has been unsatisfatory. Source:
SADC (2010)
2. 4. 2. Key SADC Power Infratruture
Projets
a) he Wetern Corridor Projet
(WESTCOR)
WESTCOR is a SADC projet
conceived through the combined initiative of the SADC Secretariat and the
power utilities of Angola, Botswana,
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Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC),
Namibia and the Republic of South Africa in 1996. he Headquarters of the
WESTCOR is in Gaborone, Botswana.
he aim of the projet is to harness the
large water resources of the Congo River at Inga in order to produce and supply eletric power, initially for the ive
countries involved but ultimately to the
whole SADC sub-region. Initially, the
projet was aimed at the contrution of
a 3,500MW hydroeletric dam, a transmission line and a telecommunications
line at a total cot of US$7 billion. Latet
reports sugget that WESTCOR has
pulled out of the Inga III power projet
and is currently shutting down the Botswana oice, handing down massive
losses to the sponsors of the projet. his
occurred after the DRC government decided to go it alone with a set of diferent partners outside the SADC region,
otensibly because of chronic delays in
the implementation of the power projet.
his is a sad reletion of regional cooperation in SADC. Source: SADC, 2008,
Afrique En Ligne (2009)
b) he Short Term Energy Market
(STEM) /(DAM)
In 2001, a Short Term Energy Market (STEM) was operationalised. he
purpose of STEM was to facilitate
contrats of periods of up to a month
for the supply of eletrical energy to individual cutomers and utilities. Nine
countries in SADC were participating
with the exception of Angola, Malawi
and Tanzania at one time. From January
2004, the SAPP tarted the development of a competitive eletricity market
for the SADC region. he new market
is in the form of a Day-Ahead Mar-
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ket (DAM). he Day Ahead Market
(DAM) was opened in February 2008
for market trials. he following utilities
BPC, EdM, Eskom, CEC, NamPower,
ZESA and ZESCO have indicated an
appetite and have no doubt that they
will face up to the challenges to trade
in the Day Ahead Market. hese operators are almot half of SAPP membership. With the severe power shortages in the region and the diiculties of
some members face in settling their bills
on time, DAM faces a number of tough
challenges. Source: SAPP (2010)
c) he Southern Africa Power Pool
(SAPP)
SADC pioneered the etablishment
of sub regional power pools when 12 of
its member States, excluding Madagascar and Mauritius created the Southern
African Power Pool (SAPP) in Augut
1995. he power pool provides a framework for regional eletricity trading
and coordination. It is funded by subscriptions paid by member utilities. SAPP
serves as a model for the etablishment
of free trade zones for energy in other
parts of Africa. SAPP has scored some
notable successes by carrying out a number of successful eletricity generation
projets, refurbishment of power tations and implementing a programme
of managing demand. Source: SAPP
(2010)
d) Programme for Biomass Energy
Conservation (ProBec)
ProBec deals with basic energy services. he organisation’s Steering Committee met in December 2008. Over 70%
of the people in the rural areas depend
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on biomass for cooking and heating. It is
expeted that in future these people will
be able to move up the energy ladder. In
the meantime while these people are dependent on biomass, provision has to be
made so they can consume the limited
biomass resources more eiciently. his
is particularly so because poor combustion also causes eye diseases. he projet
aims to improve energy supply to about
600,000 people in SADC countries by
enabling them to fulill the energy needs
of households and small-scale indutries
in a socially and environmentally sustainable manner (SADC Energy Sector, 2008). here has been some limited
progress on this projet but like mot
SADC projets it has been undermined
by severe funding contraints. Source:
SADC Energy Setor (2008)

3 . THE ENERGY SECTOR IN SADC:

SOME M ARGINAL PROGRESS M ADE
he population, economic growth,
energy prodution and consumption
vary markedly among SADC member tates (table 3.1). For example, the
major energy producers in SADC are
regional economic power South Africa
and oil-producing Angola, churning out
respetively 162.95 and 105.84 Million
tonnes of oil equivalent (Mtoe)*. South
Africa produces 247 Mtoe of coal, an
important ingredient in the 241 Mtoe of
fossil eletricity the country generates.
Angola produces 92 Mtoe of crude oil.
Angola, South Africa, Mozambique and
the DRC are net exporters of energy in
SADC.
SADC member tates that are also
members of the Southern African Power
Pool (SAPP) had an intalled capacity of

56,000MW, with 87% available capacity
as at April 2009 (table 3.2). Compared
againt the maximum peak demand of
44,000MW, there is surplus eletricity
generation in the region.
An analysis of the breakdown of installed generation capacity againt peak
demand by country shows that Mozambique, the DRC and South Africa
have the larget intalled capacity at
2,308MW, 2,442MW and 44,170MW
respetively (table 3.2). On the other
hand, Zimbabwe, Zambia and South
Africa have the larget peak demand at
1,397MW, 1,604MW and 35,959MW.
To undertand this situation better, it is important to take a hitorical
perspetive of eletricity generation
and consumption in the region. Figure
1 shows that in 2004, the intalled capacity was almot on par with the peak
demand. However, by 2009 the intalled capacity had risen almot 30% from
40,000MW to 56,000MW while peak
demand rose only 5% from 41,000MW
to 43,000MW. Although 87% of the installed capacity is available, the situation
is deemed healthy. In view of the fat
that SADC members are signatories to
the SADC Energy Protocol and in view
of the eforts that SAPP is making, part
of this progress is attributable to SADC
regional cooperation eforts.
he composition of the eletricity generation mix is important because some
eletricity generation technologies are
more eicient than others while some are
more expensive to buy or maintain than
others. here are ive methods of producing eletric power in SADC region–
hydro , coal, nuclear, OCGT and the distillate method. By far the larget method
of eletricity prodution in SADC is
hydro eletric power generation accoun-
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Table 3.1: Selected Energy Indicators in SADC

GDP Annual
growth rate %
2008

Energy Sources
(various)
produced Mtoe

Net energy
imports Mtoe

18.02

13.18

105.84

-93.70

3.41

1.92

2.95

1.00

1.13

2.89

Congo
(Dem. Rep)

62.26

6.20

22.66

-0.38

6.11

Mozambique

22.38

6.79

11.46

-2.07

10.33

2.13

2.93

0.32

1.43

3.83

South Africa

48.69

3.06

162.95

-17.44

232.23

Tanzania

42.48

7.46

17.47

1.62

3.56

Zambia

12.62

6.00

6.79

0.61

7.60

Zimbabwe

12.46

n/a

8.53

0.97

12.74

Angola
Botswana

Namibia

Source: OECD/IEA; World Bank 2010
* he tone of oil equivalent is a unit of energy used for large amounts of any type of energy.
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Electricity
consumption
TWh

Population
(millions)
2008

Country
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Table 4.2: Electric Power Generation and Demand by Country in SADC*, 2009

Country

Utility

Installed
capacity
MW

Available
capacity
MW

Maximum
demand
MW

Capacity
surplus or
shortage

Angola

ENE

1,187

930

668

578

Botswana

BPC

132

90

503

-413

SNEL

2,442

1,170

1,028

142

Lesotho

LEC

72

70

108

-38

Malawi

ESCOM

287

267

260

7

Mozambique

EDM

233

174

416

-242

Mozambique

HCB

2,075

2,075

416

-

360

430

-70

Congo
(Dem. Rep)

Namibia
South Africa

NamPower

393

ESKOM

44,170

40,483

35,959

4,524

Swaziland

SEC

70.6

70

200

-130

Tanzania

TANESCO

1,008

680

694

-14

Zambia

ZESCO

1,814

1,200

1,604

-404

ZESA

2,045

1,080

1,397

-317

-

55,929

48,649

43,683

3,623

Zimbabwe
TOTAL

*Only includes members of the Southern African Power Pool (SAPP)
Source: SAPP, 2010
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Figure 1
SADC Electricity Generation and Peak demand in MW (2004-2009)

Source: SAPP (2010)

ting for 67% of all eletricity generated,
followed by coal at 26%, OCGT at 5%
and others at 3% (table 3.4). he ditillate
method and the nuclear method account
for the balance. South Africa is the only
country in SADC which produces electricity using nuclear technology.
he process of eletricity reforms
normally begins with the repeal of legislation abolishing the monopoly situation in the setor, the etablishment
of an independent regulator and the introdution of competition in the setor.
Invariably, the purpose of reforms is the
need to attrat private invetment in the
indutry with a view to broadening electricity access to dometic consumers. To
date, no SADC country has privatised
tate-owned eletricity assets.
Table 3.5 shows the tatus of reforms
in the eletric setor in SADC. Al-
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though SADC is dominated by tate
owned utilities, all countries in the bloc
have implemented some form of setor
reforms, especially new setor legislation. he majority of the countries have
introduced some form of regulatory
oversight. Ten SADC countries have
etablished an energy regulatory body,
responsible for granting licenses. However, measured againt the expetations
of the SADC Energy protocol of 1996,
progress is minimal.

CONCLUSION AND EMERGING
PERSPECTIVES
From cross-border energy trade
through the DAM vehicle, joint infratruture development of projets
through SAPP, to the development of
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Table 3.4: Ratio of electric generation methods by country

Country

Utility

Hydro
energy %

Coal %

OCGT

Other

Angola

ENE

76

8

16

0

Botswana
Congo (Dem.
Rep)
Lesotho

BPC

0

100

0

0

SNEL

100

0

0

0

LEC

100

0

0

0

Malawi

ESCOM

100

0

0

0

Mozambique

EDM

91

0

0

9

Namibia

NamPower

61

33

0

6

South Africa

ESKOM

5

86

0

9

Swaziland

SEC

82

18

0

0

Tanzania

TANESCO

50

0

43

7

Zambia

ZESCO

99

0

0

1

Zimbabwe

ZESA

39

61

0

0

Average

-

66.92

25.50

4.92

2.67

Source: SAPP 2010)

common regulatory policy frameworks
through RERA, cooperation in the region with a view to enhancing reliability
and security of energy supply has been
set in motion. Mot countries have now
repealed legislation abolishing the monopoly situation in the setor and are
moving towards the etablishment of an
independent regulator, laying the framework for the introdution of competition in the setor. hrough the process
of regional setor integration, SADC is
providing the appropriate framework for
cooperative approaches for the growth
of energy infratruture and promoting
inter-country energy exchange.

However progress on SADC cooperation frameworks has been unsatisfatory. Evidence abounds that the provisions of the SADC Energy Protocol
as outlined in Setion 3.4, has not been
adequately implemented in terms of its
provisions. Chronic power shortages and
blackouts abound in mot member tates
and the exiting energy infratruture
is old, inadequate and in need of urgent
refurbishment, more than fourteen years
after the SADC Energy Protocol was
conceived. In addition, mot power utilities in SADC remain predominantly
tate owned utilities with a market tructure of vertically integrated monopolies.
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Table 3.5: Status of reforms in SADC countries

Sector
Privatised?

Number of Power
Operators

Sector Regulatory
Authority

Angola

No

1

IRSE

Botswana
Congo
(Dem. Rep.)
Lesotho

No

1

n/a

No

1

n/a

No

2

LEA

Madagascar

No

1

n/a

Malawi

No

1

MERA

Mauritius

No

1

n/a

Mozambique

No

2

CNELEC

Namibia

No

1

ECB

Seychelles

No

1

n/a

South Africa

No

1

NERSA

Swaziland

No

1

n/a

Tanzania

No

1

EWURA

Zambia

No

1

ERB

Zimbabwe

No

1

ZERC

-

17

Country

Total
S  

Implementation of projets has
equally been very slow and disappointing in many intances. he future of energy supply that looked assured through
a series of large invetments projets
such as the massive hydroeletric projet, Inga 3 in the DRC look dashed.
Disagreements over the WESTCOR
partners sugget that the projet may
be dead. ProBec is experiencing signiicant inancing diiculties to make any
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meaningful impat. he inancial crisis
of 2007 to 2009 diverted attention away
from energy matters to issues of food
and poverty.
A closer look at cooperation frameworks in energy and power infrastruture projets suggets that SADC
faces major implementation problems.
he irt is political will; it is always not
available to drive projets. he WESTCOR is a case in point. he second pro-
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blem relates to inancing. Some of the
projets require signiicant amounts
of money to implement. Although donors do occasionally chip in, this is not
always the case. he continued light of
well educated and experienced experts
from some SADC member tates has
created skills shortfalls that are afeting
some of these projets.
here is till a long way to go before
blackouts and energy supply intability
is eliminated in some SADC countries.
However, SADC has embarked on an
irreversible path of energy cooperation,
infratruture development and setor
reforms. With a better implementation
framework for the regional bloc’s resolutions, the future can be brighter.
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